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(57) ABSTRACT 

In a network of intermittently-connected computers, a 
method and apparatus for maintaining and managing control 
over data objects authored, accessed, and altered by users in 
dynamic, distributed, and collaborative contexts. The inven 
tion method and apparatus attach to each data object an 
identification of a respective control policy. Each control 
policy comprises at least an indication of a Subset of the 
users who may access the data object, an indication of the 
privileges granted to each Subset of users able to access the 
data object, and an indication of a Subset of users who may 
define or edit the control policy. The invention method and 
apparatus Separate the management of the control policies of 
data objects from the creation and use of the data objects. 
The invention method and apparatus automate common 
policy changes, distribution of policy changes to the 
enforcement agents, and propagation of control policies to 
derivative works. 

Business processes organize related policies, 
often around the phases of the process. 
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COMPUTER METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
SECURELY MANAGING DATA OBJECTS INA 

DISTRIBUTED CONTEXT 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

0001) This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provi 
sional Application No. 60/475,109, filed on Jun. 2, 2003, the 
entire teachings of which are incorporated herein by refer 
CCC. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates to the field of usage 
rights enforcement and management for digitally encoded 
documents and data. 

0003. The encoding and distributing of audio, video, 
graphical, and written work in digital formats has become a 
fundamental part of modern business. However, the ease 
with which copies may be made that are identical to the 
original and the speed of distribution enabled by the Internet 
have caused the owners of Such works to adopt technologies 
that associate and enforce usage rights with digitally 
encoded data. Examples of those interested in Such tech 
nologies include: providers of music, movies, or other 
entertainment content, publishers of electronic newspapers, 
magazines, or books, and corporations with confidential, 
proprietary, or otherwise sensitive information. Without loss 
of generality and for ease of exposition, we will refer to all 
of these kinds of digitally encoded works as data objects. 
0004. Many approaches exist to associate and enforce 
usage rights with data objects. One common approach is 
based on technologies that attempt to prevent the unautho 
rized copying of data objects from the physical media 
carrying the objects. U.S. Pat. No. 5,513,260 is an example 
of one Such copy protection Scheme. 
0005 Though copy-protection techniques are appropriate 
for Some domains, the types of usage rights that they can 
enforce are too coarse grained to be a general Solution. For 
example, the owner of a proprietary and confidential docu 
ment may wish to have one group of individuals be able to 
only read a protected document and a different group be 
allowed to read and write it. Copy-prevention technologies 
are not powerful enough to describe Such usage policies. 
0006 More general-purpose approaches exist that protect 
the data objects So that only authorized users can access and 
use the objects according to a set of rules Specified for each 
class or group of authorized user. This approach typically 
relies on encryption technology to guarantee that only 
authorized users have access to the actual data object. In 
particular, authorized users are given access to the Secret key 
needed to decrypt the protected object and produce the 
actual data object. The usage rights typically Specify who is 
authorized to access the Secret key and what an authorized 
user can do with the decrypted data object. This basic 
approach includes the large body of work in digital rights 
management (DRM) and related rights management tech 
nologies. Though this approach does not prevent copying of 
the encrypted bits, it achieves the same end result as copy 
protection Since unauthorized users cannot access the pro 
tected data objects without the Secret key. 
0007 To be effective, a rights management system must 
tightly couple the usage rights to the encrypted data objects 
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So that the usage rights always appear with the associated 
object. This coupling should make it very difficult and 
ideally impossible for someone, who is not the owner of the 
object or otherwise authorized, to Separate the data object 
from its usage rights. 

0008 We can group attacks that attempt to separate a data 
object from its usage rights into two categories. The first 
category comprises attacks on the combination of the usage 
rights and encrypted data object. Replacing the usage rights 
of one file with the usage rights of another is an example of 
an attack in this category. The Second category comprises 
attacks undertaken while the data object is decrypted and 
being used by an authorized user. The goal here is to obtain 
an unprotected copy of the decrypted data object by directly 
circumventing the usage rights. To be effective, a rights 
management System must contain mechanisms that protect 
against both categories of attack. 

0009. The second category of attacks highlights the fact 
that the encrypted data object must eventually be decrypted 
in order to be accessed by an authorized user. A rights 
management System may either allow the user to decrypt the 
data object directly, or it may require the deployment and 
use of rights-management-aware applications. In many com 
mercial Situations, the owner of the protected data object 
may not want to bother the end user with an explicit 
encryption and decryption Step or may not trust the end user 
to abide by the usage rights. Thus, the preferred method is 
to employ rights-management-aware applications that trans 
parently decrypt the data objects for authorized users and 
enforce the usage rules attached to the objects. Rights 
management-aware applications act as trusted agents for the 
rights management System, enforcing the rules Specified by 
the owners of the protected data objects. Media players that 
can play music files in encrypted formats are examples of 
rights-management-aware applications. 

0010. The closeness of the coupling and the reliance on 
trusted application agents constitute the fundamental differ 
ences between rights management Systems and technologies 
like encrypting file Systems. In an encrypting file System 
(e.g., Microsoft's EFS, U.S. Pat. No. 6,249,866), usage 
rights are associated only with the computer Structure hold 
ing the data object (e.g., a file) and not with the data object 
itself. Since applications are not aware of the usage rights 
enforced by an encrypting file System, it is fairly simple for 
a user, who is authorized to access the object but not to 
change its usage rights, to Save the data object in a manner 
that does not propagate the rights. In particular, an autho 
rized user of a protected file in an encrypting file System 
needs only to Save the file to a directory outside the 
encrypting file System to create an unencumbered copy of 
the protected file. 
0011 The use of rights-management-aware applications 
allows a rights management System to enforce a tight 
coupling between an encrypted data object and its associated 
usage rights. Some designers have chosen to implement this 
tight coupling by Storing the usage rights together with the 
encrypted data object, producing a new data object that is 
often referred to as a Secure container (e.g., see U.S. Pat. No. 
6,427,140). In this approach, usage rights are explicitly tied 
to a particular copy of the protected data object. This 
approach works well, for example, in commercial markets 
like online music where the owner of the data object 
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publishes read-only content and Simply wants to maintain 
control over the usage and distribution of the content. We 
refer to Such rights management Systems as Supporting 
publish-only distribution models. 

0012. A key characteristic of the publish-only distribu 
tion model is that the usage rights in the Secure container are 
not expected to change over time. Or if they do change, they 
change slowly, and the change affects only one end user at 
a time. To change the usage rights in the publish-only 
distribution model, the owner must have access to the Secure 
container holding the usage rights. Access to the Secure 
container would enable the rights management System to 
modify the usage rights Stored in the container. If the Secure 
container was not available, the owner can remove the end 
user's authorization to access the original Secure container 
(e.g., by destroying the decryption key for this container) 
and re-issue a new Secure container to the end user with the 
Same protected data object but new usage rights. This latter 
approach requires the rights management System to notify 
the end user of the new Secure container, and it requires that 
the rights management System has a copy of the data object 
to put into the new Secure container. 
0013 Though these requirements are not an imposition in 
a domain like online music, they are a Serious impediment 
to dynamic environments, i.e., ones where the usage rights 
protecting data objects may change frequently and in poS 
sibly significant ways. These requirements are also a Serious 
impediment to distributed environments, where multiple 
users may have individual copies of a protected data object 
on diverse computer devices and Storage media, Some of 
which may not be online or otherwise accessible to the 
owner of the protected object. Clearly, it is not possible in 
Such environments for the rights management System to 
have access to all of the copies of the protected object when 
the owner wishes to make a change to the usage rights of that 
protected object. It is also not desirable to re-issue a new 
protected data object to a group of users, Since the change in 
usage rights may affect only a few users and should be 
unnoticed (transparent) to the rest. Furthermore, it may not 
even be possible to re-issue the protected data object in a 
distributed environment where the owner controls the usage 
rights but does not have a copy of the latest version of the 
object. 

0.014. In a truly collaborative environment, it's often 
difficult and Sometimes impossible to identify a single 
“publisher' of collaborative material. For corporate data, it 
is possible however to identify the “owner of collaborative 
material produced for the purposes of a corporation's busi 
neSS. The owner is the company that employs the author or 
authors of the collaborative works. For collaborative envi 
ronments then, there is a clear need to distinguish between 
those who produce Sensitive material and those that deter 
mine the usage rights of the same material. 

0.015 Authentica has patented a partial solution to the 
enforcement and management of usage rights for digital data 
objects in dynamic and distributed environments (U.S. Pat. 
No. 6,449,721). This approach allows the owner of a digital 
data object to maintain control over the usage rights even 
after the protected objects have been distributed to end users. 
In particular, the approach Stores the usage rights of pro 
tected objects in a single, central location So that an owner 
of a protected data object can change the usage rights of that 
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object without requiring simultaneous access to any of the 
(possibly numerous) copies of the data object. Ideally, this 
approach allows multiple, distributed copies of the data 
object to exist while maintaining only a Single, authoritative 
copy of the objects usage rights. Having a Single, authori 
tative copy of the objects usage rights simplifies manage 
ment of the usage rights. 
0016 Authentica's approach creates a unique identifier 
for each Segment of protected information. The Authentica 
key Server maintains an association between unique Segment 
identifiers, the usage rights for those Segments, and the 
encryption keys used to protect and acceSS each Segment. To 
access a protected Segment, an end user must authenticate to 
the Server and provide the identifier of the protected Segment 
he or she wishes to access. ASSuming that the user is 
authorized to access the protected Segment, the Server 
responds with a decryption key for that Segment and the 
usage rights for that Segment and user combination. A 
rights-management-aware application on the end-user's 
machine uses the Server's response to provide the end user 
with the owner-designated level of access to the protected 
Segment. 

0017 Though an approach like Authentica's allows the 
owners of protected data objects to control usage of distrib 
uted information and dynamically change that usage infor 
mation without the need to collect or redistribute the pro 
tected data objects, it is not a complete Solution to the 
problems associated with the enforcement and management 
of usage rights in collaborative environments. In particular, 
a Solution for collaborative environments needs to focus on 
protecting the products of collaboration in a manner that fits 
naturally into existing collaborative models. For example, in 
commercial enterprises, collaboration often produces mul 
tiple documents all protected by the same usage rights, and 
thus a truly collaborative solution should allow for the easy 
grouping of multiple documents under a single Set of usage 
rights. In addition, it is also often expected that derivative 
WorkScreated during collaboration would also be protected 
by the usage rights of the collaboration and that changes to 
these rights would coincide with existing processes for 
moving a work into a new collaborative Setting. Finally, all 
of the current rights management Systems, especially those 
focused on publish-only distribution models, too tightly 
control the creation, modification, and distribution of pro 
tected documents to be appropriate for protecting the data 
objects comprising collaborative interactions. An appropri 
ate Solution should clearly distinguish between the rights 
held by “authors” and those held by “owners.” 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0018 Various technologies and inventions in this field, 
including models of discretionary, mandatory, or role-based 
access control, and DRM (Digital Rights Management) 
related technologies have addressed one or another of the 
requirements mentioned above. The embodiments of the 
present invention, however, offer a unique approach that 
addresses all of the necessary features for a rights manage 
ment System targeting dynamic, distributed, collaborative 
COnteXtS. 

0019 Aspects of the invention include a method and a 
System for maintaining and managing control over data 
objects authored, accessed, and altered by users in dynamic, 
distributed, and collaborative contexts. 
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0020. A data object is any audio, graphical, video, or 
written work encoded in digital form and encapsulated in a 
computer Structure, Such as a file, message, or shared 
memory object, that a Software program can acceSS and 
manipulate. 

0021. A distributed and collaborative context is one in 
which groups of one or more users work individually or 
collaboratively on collections of one or more data objects on 
a network of computers with at least intermittent connec 
tivity to achieve Some common purpose. In the present 
invention, we refer to this common purpose as a busineSS 
proceSS. 

0022 Within a business process, there can be classes of 
users with different sets of rights and responsibilities. In the 
present invention, we refer to these classes as roles. 
0023 The present invention considers a context to be 
dynamic if properties of the System can change during the 
lifetime of a busineSS process. For example, the System 
might allow the Set of users belonging to a role to change 
during a busineSS process, or it might allow the type of 
control imposed on a data object to change. The invention 
Separates the publication and modification of protected data 
objects from the ownership and manipulation of the policies 
controlling the usage of those data objects. 
0024 Control over a data object is specified by a set of 
rules describing how Software programs run by a computer 
user in a particular role may access and manipulate the 
object. In the present invention, we refer to these rules as 
usage rights. 
0.025 Control policies are signed assertions that describe 
the conditions under which usage rights are authorized. A 
control policy comprises at least a list of users who may 
access the data object, the privileges of those users with 
access, and an additional list of users who may define or edit 
the control policy. Policies in the present invention may also 
define Supplemental properties that apply to the objects 
under its control, to assure authenticity, integrity, and con 
fidentiality of those objects. 
0026. As stated in the previous paragraph, the term 
control as used in the present invention typically implies 
protection against acceSS by unauthorized users and their 
applications. 
0.027 A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a System and method for obtaining visibility into a 
business process. Such visibility may be achieved without 
committing to the risks of Securing data objects by encrypt 
ing or otherwise changing the actual digital representation of 
their data objects. When control does not include protection, 
we obviously cannot ensure that we maintain control against 
malicious adversaries, i.e. ones that manipulate the protected 
data objects outside of our protected environment. However, 
this level of control is still desirable in business situations 
where an enterprise might want visibility into a busineSS 
proceSS while their data objects remain in plain text. 
0028. A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for Storing control policies on 
one or more central Servers. 

0029. A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for editing control policies, 
based on an indication of the users that may edit the control 
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policies and the types of changes that those users can 
perform. Changes to a control policy would be enacted on 
the Server Storing that control policy. 
0030) A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for temporarily changing one 
or more control policies and then reverting back automati 
cally to the original Settings at Some point in the future. 
0031. A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for having one or more preset 
temporary changes that can be enacted by the click of one 
button and then rolled back on the click of another button. 

0032. A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for attaching to each data 
object an identification of one (i.e., a respective) control 
policy. In the present invention, we refer to the control 
policy whose identification is attached to a data object as the 
control policy protecting that data object. We also refer to 
Such a data object as a protected data object. 
0033. A further objective of the present invention is to 
allow multiple data objects to reference the same control 
policy. 
0034. A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System wherein the identification of a 
control policy Specifies the Server in whose name Space the 
actual control policy identifier is defined. In the preferred 
embodiment, the policy reference attached to a data object 
comprises a server URL and a numerical value known to that 
SCWC. 

0035 A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for checking by a client 
connected possibly intermittently to a policy Server that a 
user attempting to create, access, or alter a data object 
protected by a control policy has the right to perform that 
action on that data object. If the user has the right, the client 
allows the requested action to proceed. If the user does not 
have the right, the client responds with an appropriate error 
message. In other words, the protection provided by the 
busineSS proceSS approach does not just protect proprietary, 
confidential, or otherwise Sensitive data objects while 
they're Stored on disk or transmitted over a communication 
link, but it also protects them while they are operated on by 
the Software applications of authorized users and during 
inter-application communication (e.g., clipboard operations 
in the Microsoft Windows operating system). 
0036) A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System with control policies that may 
contain conditions that Specify device, location, time-of 
access, or network connectivity constraints. 
0037. A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System wherein users authorized to 
edit a control policy can change that policy without physical 
or electronic access to all data objects protected by the 
policy. 
0038 A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System allowing the only authoritative 
copy (or copies) of a protected data object to be located on 
computing machines or media of users without the rights to 
change the control policy protecting the data object. 
0039. In one embodiment of the invention, there is no 
notion of registering a protected data object with the policy 
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server before distributing it to other users. This is a key 
aspect of the System required to Support collaborative work 
that involves creation and modification of data objects on 
machines of authorized users that may be off-line. 
0040. A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for allowing authorized users 
to create new protected data objects even when the client 
that they are working on has lost connectivity with the Server 
of the Specified control policy. Authorized users in this 
circumstance are those users that have the right to create data 
objects under the control policy. In the preferred embodi 
ment, the user must have had Some recent access to the 
policy Server, where “recent’ means within the cache tim 
eout period as Specified for that policy. 
0041. A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for two or more authorized 
users to View protected data objects and work collabora 
tively on new and existing protected data objects even when 
one or more of these users clients may have lost connec 
tivity with the server (or servers) of the control policies 
protecting the collaborative data objects. The protected data 
objects may never have been viewed while connected to the 
Server (or servers). The shared data objects may be new, that 
is, created while the users did not have connectivity with the 
SCWC. 

0.042 A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System in which the Storage of the 
policy server Scales in proportion to the number of control 
policies defined. The Storage should not Scale in proportion 
to the number of unique protected data objects nor with the 
number of copies of these protected data objects. 
0.043 A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for grouping control policies 
into busineSS processes. 
0044) A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for constructing a control 
policy by identifying one or more roles involved in that 
control policy. Each role comprises a respective Set of usage 
rights and a list of users. 
0.045. A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for aggregating the usage 
rights of a user appearing in multiple roles contained in a 
Single control policy. 
0.046 A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for differentiating between 
users with the privilege to administer (create, edit, and 
delete) business processes and their encompassing control 
policies from those users with the privilege to modify only 
the list of users in one or more roles of a control policy. 
0047 A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and system in which the identification of 
a control policy on a data object can change. This change 
might cause the data object to be no longer managed by the 
System. 

0.048. A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System allowing users with appropri 
ate usage rights to change the control policy identifications 
on data objects. A user may be granted the right to unprotect 
data objects by changing the objects control policy identifier 
to “unmanaged' or equivalent Status. 
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0049. A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System with control policies that 
further define a list of users who may transfer data objects 
out of the control policy and a separate list of users who may 
assign the policy to data objects. Both of these actions 
involve changing the control policy identifier attached to a 
data object. There may be times when these lists contain no 
USCS. 

0050. A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for automating the transfer of 
data objects between control policies for those users with the 
privilege to do the transfer and assign manually. The pre 
ferred embodiment of this aspect involves integrating a tool 
into the Software component of an existing electronic busi 
neSS proceSS. 

0051 A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for allowing the administrators 
of busineSS processes to determine the events that cause the 
automatic transfer of data objects between control policies. 
0052 A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for organizing busineSS pro 
ceSSes in a hierarchical manner. Such a hierarchy may be 
used to limit the Scope of transferS of data objects between 
control policies. It may also be used to define control 
policies or other properties that are common to Several 
busineSS processes in a single location. 
0053 A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System (e.g., graphical user interface) 
for displaying and changing the control policy of a protected 
data object. In one embodiment this is implemented as a 
drop-down window located in the title bar of the window 
displaying the data object. This drop-down window is 
referred to as the droplet control. When a user clicks on the 
droplet control, a window may open up with Several policies 
and options for Selection by the user. 
0054) A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for displaying the list of 
possible control policies that a user can transfer the current 
data object to when the user activates the droplet control. 
0055 A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for changing a data object's 
control policy when a user Selects a new control policy in the 
activated droplet control window of the data object. 
0056. A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for illustrating the hierarchy of 
control policies within busineSS processes within an acti 
vated droplet control window. 
0057. A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for encrypting data objects 
with a content encryption key (CEK), which is then 
encrypted with a key encryption key (KEK) of the control 
policy associated with the data object. 
0058 A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for indicating whether the data 
objects protected by a control policy should be treated as 
ephemeral or permanent objects. An ephemeral data object 
is accessible until Some designated future time; after that 
time, the object becomes inaccessible and unrecoverable. A 
permanent data object is always accessible or recoverable 
when presented to the rights management System or its 
agents. 
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0059 A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for forcing all data objects 
protected by a control policy to become inaccessible and 
unrecoverable before the designated future time. The busi 
neSS process's administrator can permanently revoke acceSS 
earlier than planned. 

0060 A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for recording the control 
policy identifier in a data structure Stored with the (possibly 
encrypted) bits of the protected data object. In the preferred 
embodiment, we refer to this data structure as the Control 
Policy Tag (CPT). 
0061 A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and system for attaching the CPT to the 
beginning or end of the protected data object. 

0.062. A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and system for constructing the CPT of a 
protected data object on either a client or a server machine. 
0.063 A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and system for storing the CEK safely in 
the CPT. The client can access protected data objects off-line 
with only cached policy and key (KEK) information because 
the CPT contains the CEK. 

0064. A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for automatically replacing an 
expired CPT on a protected data object. Expiration of a CPT 
may occur because the CPT format has changed or the 
control policy KEK for the CPT has expired (i.e., gone 
beyond its validity period). 
0065. A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System where the trustworthy clients 
of the rights management System do not need code to 
interpret old CPT formats. 
0.066 A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for indicating that a control 
policy protects data objects that are read-only or Stored on 
read-only computer media. 

0067. A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for informing an unauthorized 
user of the System protecting the data object accessed. The 
preferred embodiment includes a text message in the CPT. 
0068 A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for protecting the integrity of 
the CPT against tampering. The preferred embodiment uses 
a secure hash over the CPT fields. 

0069. A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for protecting the confidenti 
ality of a data object's CEK while stored in the CPT. The 
preferred embodiment encrypts the CEK with the control 
policy's KEK. The encrypted CEK is protected against 
known plaintext attacks (i.e. attacks based on the knowledge 
of identical pieces of two similar documents) by using 
random Seed values and changing the CEK whenever the 
data object is changed. 

0070 A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for protecting the Server and 
client communication against network-based attacks. The 
preferred embodiment uses a Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
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over Secure Socket Layer (HTTPS) connection for commu 
nications between the client and Server. 

0071. A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for enabling an audit or 
forensic analysis of a business process based on activities 
granted and denied within one or more of the control policies 
of that busineSS process. 
0072 A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for identifying the data objects 
in an activity log based on unique document identifiers 
maintained in the CPT. 

0073. A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for allowing the client to 
access the Server at user login time to obtain and cache the 
control policies in which the user is mentioned. This feature 
addresses issues arising in collaborative and distributed 
environments, including intermittent connectivity, off-line 
usage of protected data objects, and off-line collaboration 
with others mentioned in the control policy. 
0074. A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for varying the polling fre 
quency at which clients verify cached policies with the 
Server. The frequency may be set So that the client must 
alwayS Verify the cache policy before permitting access. 

0075 A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for having clients verify and 
refresh cached policies when network access is restored. 
0076 A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for the Server to prompt clients 
to refresh their cached policies. 
0077. A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for Specifying the expiration 
time of a cached control policy. 
0078 A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for Specifying the validity 
period of the KEK of a control policy. 
0079 A further objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method and System for allowing the Server to 
supply a client with a limited history of KEKS for a control 
policy. The use of an expired policy KEK in a protected data 
object does not force the client to have to contact the Server 
before accessing the object. Even though a user never 
accesses a protected data object while online, as long as his 
or her off-line access occurs within the cache timeout period 
of the control policy of the data object, the user will not be 
denied access due to an out-of-date KEK. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0080. The foregoing and other objects, features and 
advantages of the invention will be apparent from the 
following more particular description of preferred embodi 
ments of the invention, as illustrated in the accompanying 
drawings in which like reference characters refer to the same 
parts throughout the different views. The drawings are not 
necessarily to Scale, emphasis instead being placed upon 
illustrating the principles of the invention. 
0081 FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an organization 
Structure for rights management policies, 
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0082 FIGS. 2-5 are illustrations of various applications 
of busineSS processes and control policies, 
0.083 FIG. 6 is an architectural block diagram of main 
components of one embodiment of the invention; 
0084 FIG. 7 is a flow diagram describing logic of policy 
administration; 
0085 FIG. 8 is a schematic illustration of a control 
policy tag, 
0.086 FIG. 9 is a flow diagram of accessing a protected 
data object; 
0087 FIG. 10 is an architectural block diagram of the 
client agent in another embodiment of the present invention; 
0088 FIG. 11 is a flow diagram of client handler pro 
cessing, 
0089 FIG. 12 is an illustration of key encryption, key 
distribution and expiry, 
0090 FIG. 13 is a second flow diagram of accessing a 
protected data object; 
0.091 FIG. 14 is a third flow diagram of accessing a 
protected data object; 
0092 FIG. 15 is an illustration of control policy display; 
0093) 
0094 FIG. 17 is a flow diagram of off-line collaboration 
between two users. 

FIG. 16 is a flow diagram of policy transfer logic; 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0.095 A description of preferred embodiments of the 
invention follows. 

0096. The present invention starts with centralized man 
agement of usage rights organized in a structure that mirrors 
the important processes of the business. FIG. 1 illustrates 
the organizing Structure 10 for policies employed in one 
embodiment of the present invention. A business proceSS 12 
represents progressively continuing procedures based on 
controlled phases or activities that are Systematically 
directed at achieving Specific busineSS results. BusineSS 
processes 12 within the hierarchical organizing Structure 10 
act as containers that hold one or more control policies 14. 
A control policy 14 Specifies usage rules that govern how the 
protected data objects may be used and by whom. Policies 
typically represent the phases or activities within a busineSS 
proceSS and are flexible enough to Support data classifica 
tions (e.g. company confidential, executive only, etc.). Each 
protected data object (illustrated as a document) is associ 
ated with and under the control of a single control policy 14 
within a busineSS proceSS 12. Each control policy 14 Speci 
fies one or more roles 16. A role 16 describes the set of users 
(or groups) and their privileges on the data managed by a 
policy 14. 
0097. Using the organizing structure 10 in FIG. 1, the 
following embodiment of the present invention will allow an 
organization to retain control of usage and flow of its data 
objects in a manner that Separates rights management 
actions from physical access to the copies of data objects. 
For example, assume that we are given a set of data objects, 
all of which are protected by a Single control policy; note 
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that this Set may contain only a Single data object. The 
invention and its preferred embodiments guarantee that 
changes to the control policy will be propagated to end users 
and ultimately experienced by those users when they next 
access the data objects protected by that changed policy. 
This guarantee holds even though access by the owner of the 
protected data objects to any or all copies of those objects 
may be impractical or impossible at the time of the change. 
0098. The preferred embodiments will illustrate how the 
present invention Supports the transparent use of protected 
data objects in a dynamic, distributed, and collaborative 
environment, where multiple users are modifying individual 
copies of protected data objects on diverse computer devices 
and Storage media, Some of which may not be online or 
otherwise accessible to the owner of the protected data 
objects. The discussion will clearly show that the invention 
Supports the distinction between an information author and 
owner. It will also illustrate that the invention includes 
protections against adversaries that would try to attack the 
asSociation between policies and data objects. 
0099. As an example of a dynamic, distributed, collabo 
rative environment where we need to protect data objects 
while simultaneously providing the ability to create, modify, 
and distribute these protected data objects within the con 
Strains of a policy model, consider a company that wishes to 
control and protect data objects in compliance with NASD 
2711, a regulation that requires a clear and auditable Sepa 
ration of information between the bankers and research 
analysts in investment banks. FIGS. 2-5 enumerate hypo 
thetical Steps in Such a dynamic, distributed, and collabo 
rative process. 
0100. The “NASD 2711” business process 150 comprises 
three control policies 14: “Background Research" 152 (FIG. 
2); “Industry Review"154 (FIGS. 3 and 4); and “Pub 
lish” 156 (FIG. 5). The “VP Compliance” owns the business 
process and administerS all aspects of it. For the "Back 
ground Research” policy 152 in FIG. 2, she creates two 
roles: “Analyst” and “Director”. Each person listed in the 
"Analyst' role is able to create, read, and write reports 
within the “Background Research” policy. Each person 
listed in the “Director” role can read (but not write) the 
report and transfer a copy of Such reports to the “Industry 
Review” policy 154. 
0101 The example illustrated in FIG. 2 describes the 
creation of an analyst report for “Big Motor Co.', which is 
protected and controlled by the “NASD 2711” business 
process 150. AS the figure illustrates, analysts can draft and 
collaborate on reports (a data object) in this policy 152, and 
when they have completed a report, they can forward it to 
the “Director of Research', who is a member of the “Direc 
tor' role, for review and ultimately transfer to compliance. 
Individuals not listed in one of the roles under the “Back 
ground Research” policy 152 are unable to access the reports 
protected by this policy. 

0102 FIG. 3 describes the first part of the dynamic 
“Industry Review” piece 154 of this business process 150. 
“Industry Review' comprises a policy with three roles: the 
"Director” role can read protected data objects in this policy 
154 and transfer data objects into the policy 154; the 
“Compliance' role can read the protected data objects, 
transfer copies of data objects to the “Publish” policy 156 
(FIG. 5), and administer membership in the “External 
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Reviewer' role; and the "External Reviewer' role can edit 
the protected data objects. When the “VP Compliance”, who 
is a member of the “Compliance' role, receives a protected 
data object from the “Director of Research”, who is a 
member of the “Director” role of the “Industry Review” 
policy 154, the “VP Compliance” edits the membership of 
the “External Reviewer role to allow the “BMCO CFO and 
the “Automotive I-Banker” to review and edit the protected 
analyst report. When the members of the “External 
Reviewer' role are done with their collaborative interaction, 
they will send the updated data object back to the “VP 
Compliance”. The “VP Compliance” can now remove the 
“BMCO CFO and the “Automotive I-Banker' from the 
membership of the “External Reviewer” role (and thus from 
the “Industry Review” policy 154) so that they are no longer 
able to view reports (Subject data object) protected under the 
“Industry Review” policy, as illustrated in FIG. 4. Such 
removal illustrates one aspect of the dynamic nature of the 
present invention. 
0103 FIG. 5 completes the progression of the analyst 
report through the phases of a Big Motor Co. analyst review 
constrained by the “NASD 2711” business process 150. 
FIG. 5 illustrates the three roles within the “Publish” policy 
156, all of which can read but not write the protected data 
objects. In addition, the “Compliance' role can transfer data 
objects into the policy 156, and the “Director” role can 
administer membership in the “Reader” role. When the “VP 
Compliance' in the “Compliance' role transferS a copy of an 
analyst's report to the “Publish” policy 156, the “Director of 
Research” in the “Director” role adds the necessary parties 
(e.g., the sales group and the BMCo. CFO) to the “Reader” 
role and makes the protected analyst report available to the 
outside world. 

0104. The block diagram in FIG. 6 illustrates the main 
architectural components of an embodiment of the present 
invention and the primary interactions between these archi 
tectural components. A user 20 uses a rights-management 
aware application 21 to operate on a protected data object 
32. The protected data object 32 comprises an encrypted 
data object 22 and a tag 23. In Some embodiments, the data 
object 32 may not be encrypted. 
0105 The reference monitor 24 in the client agent 26 
intercepts operation requests on the data of the protected 
data object 32 by the rights-management-aware application 
21. This monitor uses the tag 23 on the protected data object 
32 to obtain the usage rights in the policy protecting this data 
object 22 for the user 20. The client agent 26 may have to 
communicate with the policy manager 27 on the policy 
server 29 to obtain the details of the control policy identified 
by the tag 23. ASSuming the user 20 has the right to perform 
the requested operation, the crypto engine 25 in the client 
agent 26 will perform the appropriate encryption operation 
for the requested operation on the data object 22. The 
encryption key required to perform this operation was 
originally obtained from the key manager 28 on the policy 
Server 29 as part of control policy request and reply actions. 
0106 The control policies stored on the policy server 29 
may be created and edited by an appropriately authorized 
user 30 using a policy administration application 31, which 
interacts with the policy manager 27 on the policy server 29. 
0107 A particular embodiment may use multiple policy 
servers. Multiple servers may be used for the purpose of 
improved reliability or load balancing. 
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0108. In a particular embodiment, the client agent 26 may 
have only intermittent connectivity with the policy Server 
29. Though the invention Supports the propagation of modi 
fied usage rights to the copies of the effected data objects in 
a timely manner, the definition of “timely' is set by the users 
30 authorized to manage policies. For example, in Some 
commercial situations, timely might mean that all accesses 
to a data object after modification of its usage rights would 
be governed by the new rights. In other Situations where the 
commercial environment calls for limited “off-line' access 
to protected data objects, timely might mean that the usage 
rights are updated once the local agent for the rights man 
agement System comes back online. 
0109 Rights-Management-Aware Applications 
0110. The client application 21 in FIG. 6 is described as 
a rights-management-aware application that cooperates with 
the client agent 26 of the rights management System to 
enforce the policies stored on the policy server 29. There 
exist numerous methods for creating Such a rights-manage 
ment-aware application. We might code the application 21 to 
interact directly with the client agent 26. Alternatively, we 
might code an application 21 to load and use a set of rights 
management libraries with standard interfaces. We would 
then implement a version of these rights management librar 
ies that would manage all interactions with the client agent 
26. Finally, the system on which the application 21 runs 
might inject the client agent 26 into applications to create 
rights-management-aware applications, as described in U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 10/194,655, filed on Jul. 11, 2002 
by Bala and Smith, entitled “METHOD FOR PROTECT 
ING DIGITAL CONTENT FROM UNAUTHORIZED USE 
BY AUTOMATICALLY AND DYNAMICALLY INTE 
GRATING A CONTENT-PROTECTION AGENT herein 
incorporated by reference. 
0111. In general, client-centric processing based on ref 
erence monitoring, as illustrated in FIG. 6, enables appli 
cations to become trusted agents of the rights management 
System and thus provide for local enforcement of the Speci 
fied usage rights, even when the client machines are dis 
connected from the rest of the rights management System. 
Embodiments employing dynamic injection enable existing 
as well as new applications to become immediate partici 
pants in the rights management System. 
0112 Policies and Policy Administration 
0113. In the embodiment explained below, a control 
policy 14 comprises at least a list of the users authorized to 
access the data objects protected by that policy, a digest of 
the privileges granted to each user in the authorization list, 
a current Key Encryption Key (KEK), and a unique identi 
fier (i.e., the Policy ID used in tags 23). Control policies 14 
may also contain conditions on those privileges, these 
conditions may specify additional device, location, time-of 
access, or network-connectivity constraints. 

0114. The present invention differentiates between the set 
of users 20 authorized to acceSS data objects protected by a 
policy (mentioned above) and the set of users 30 to admin 
ister (i.e. create, edit, and delete) control policies and the 
encompassing busineSS processes. Notice that a user might 
be a member of both sets of users 20, 30. 

0115) To better address business process needs of enter 
prises, the preferred embodiment Supports three explicit 
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types of administrative users: information technology (IT) 
administrators, busineSS process owners, and business role 
administrators. IT administrators are those users that have 
administrative access to the policy server 29 in FIG. 6. Their 
task is to maintain the computing infrastructure required by 
the policy Server; the IT administrators are not needed to 
perform the busineSS-related administrative aspects of 
policy management. Abusiness process owner is a user with 
the right to administer a specified busineSS process. A 
busineSS process owner may edit all aspects of the control 
policies 14 within the owned busineSS process, but he or she 
cannot modify other business processes (unless the user is 
also the busineSS process owner of those other busineSS 
processes as well). A business role administrator is a user 
that may modify the user lists within the roles of a specified 
control policy 14. A business role administrator has a Subset 
of the privileges granted to the business process owner of the 
busineSS proceSS in which the business role administrator is 
named. 

0.116) To facilitate further categorization of an enter 
prise's busineSS processes and directly reflect the hierarchi 
cal nature of busineSS process management, one preferred 
embodiment Supports the organizing of defined busineSS 
processes in a hierarchical manner. For example, consider a 
collection of busineSS processes that are organized as a tree. 
The busineSS process at the root of the tree represents the 
topmost context, and the busineSS processes at the leaves of 
the tree are the individual components of the busineSS 
process at the root. Additional interior tree nodes may be 
used to represent major categories within the Overall busi 
neSS proceSS. 

0117 Such a hierarchy organized as a tree may be used 
to indicate the user or users that are able to administer all of 
the business processes within a Subtree of the hierarchy. 
Similarly, the indicated users might be able to administer 
only the roles within that subtree. 
0118 FIG. 7 describes the logic of the policy adminis 
tration application 31 in FIG. 6. The process begins in step 
40 with a user Starting the policy administration application 
31 and connecting to a policy Server 29. In one embodiment, 
the policy administration application 31 is a J2EE web 
application. At Step 41, the System verifies that the user is an 
authorized administrator, identifies the type of administrator 
that the user is, and determines the types of operations that 
the user can perform on the policy database. If the user is not 
authorized to perform any actions or even View the database, 
an error message is displayed in Step 42. Step 43 presents a 
View of the busineSS processes, their control policies, and 
asSociated roles that the authorized user can administer; the 
view depends upon the rights of the authorized user. Step 43 
then waits for the user to Select an action that modifies the 
database of business processes. 
0119) An authorized user may choose to create or edit a 
busineSS process, control policy 14, or role list, as illustrated 
in Step 44. All changes performed by the user are logged and 
committed in Step 46. The changes are then displayed to the 
user in Step 43. 
0120) By logging the changes, the System may allow 
authorized users to undo an earlier change to the database on 
the policy server 29. In particular, Step 43 also allows the 
user to rollback a set of committed changes, as illustrated in 
Step 45. This action is also logged and committed in Step 46. 
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Steps 43 through 46 are repeated until the user exits the 
policy administration application 31. All of these Steps can 
occur without any access to or knowledge of the exact data 
objects protected by the changed business processes and 
policies on the policy server 29. 
0121 Security Knob 
0.122 One preferred embodiment of the invention uses 
the rollback feature mentioned above to implement a one 
click Security Setting that can be enabled or disabled in a 
dynamic manner. We colloquially call the one-click Security 
Setting the Security knob. 
0123. In the simplest case, consider a business process 
with two security alert states: normal and lock-down. “Nor 
mal' is the default Security State; the enterprise proceeds 
without any Special considerations beyond the policies 
enforced in the normal day-to-day workflow of this business 
process. The Security officers and busineSS process owners 
have together also defined a Set of changes to this business 
process that should go into effect whenever the busineSS 
process is “under attack’ or otherwise Vulnerable (e.g., 
Vulnerable to an identified and determined adversary, or 
Vulnerable to potential violations of a governmental regu 
lation during Some critical time period). When applied to the 
appropriate pieces of the busineSS process, these Set of 
changes comprise the "lock-down” Security State. 
0.124. A key aspect of this feature is that an enterprise or 
busineSS process owner may want to enter this "lock-down” 
Security State quickly and only for a temporary time period. 
Once the threat or Vulnerability has passed, the System 
should revert to the policy characteristics defined for the 
"normal Security State. It would be too slow, error-prone, 
and tedious to edit each of the pieces of a busineSS process 
every time the enterprise or busineSS process owner wanted 
to enter or exit the “lock-down” security state. 
0.125 To implement this capability, one embodiment 
would create a set of log events that would automatically be 
applied when the Security knob was Set to a pre-defined 
Setting. The log events for the "lock-down” Security State 
described above could be captured by Simply having the 
authorized administrator perform the changes to the current 
business process (i.e. “normal Security State), having the 
System log and Store those changes under the appropriate 
Security Setting identifier (i.e., "lock-down”), and not having 
those changes actually applied to the database at the time of 
definition. The log events for the transition from “lock 
down” to “normal” are simply those used to revert from the 
“lock-down” change. 
0.126 To keep the security setting coherent, the system 
would ask the user if he or she also wanted to change, for 
example, the “lock-down” security state while the autho 
rized user was making changes to the busineSS proceSS under 
the “normal” security state. 
0127 Those of ordinary skill in the art should recognize 
the methods of extending this two-Setting Security knob 
example and implementation to one that implements an 
n-Setting Security knob, for any Specific n greater than 2. 
0128 Policy Deletion 
0129. Since the system does not have access to all of the 
data objects 32 protected by a control policy 14 when that 
policy is modified, we must be careful when “deleting” a 
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control policy. First, we cannot reuse a control policy 
identifier from a “deleted” control policy for a new policy, 
since any data object 32 protected by the “deleted” policy 
would then appear to be part of the new control policy. We 
might also want Some privileged user to be able to recover 
data objects from “deleted” control policies. 
0130. In the preferred embodiment, we use a globally 
unique identifier (GUID) as the identifier on a control policy 
14, ensuring that no two control policies 14 ever get the 
same identifier. When an authorized administrative user 
deletes a control policy, the System removes the control 
policy from the System (possibly logging the action and the 
deleted information) So that data objects protected by the 
“deleted” control policy will appear as data objects that 
users are not authorized to access. Recovering a protected 
data object is handled through the “disaster recovery” 
mechanism described later. 

0131 Encryption and the Control Policy Tag (CPT) 
0132) To ensure continuous protection of and control 
over a data object 22, a preferred embodiment of the current 
invention encrypts the data object 22 when it is not being 
accessed by rights-management-aware application. To each 
encrypted data object 22, the System attaches a Control 
Policy Tag (CPT). FIG. 8 is an abstract representation of the 
control policy tag 23 of the protected data object 32 in FIG. 
6. The CPT contains the content encryption key (CEK) used 
to encrypt the data object 22. (We describe all of the fields 
of the CPT below.) The CPT is also the mechanism by which 
policies in the rights management System are associated with 
data objects. The combination of an encrypted (or encrypt 
able) data object 22 and its CPT is called a protected data 
object 32. 
0.133 For each data object 22, the rights management 
System generates a pseudo-random number that it uses as a 
Symmetric key for encrypting and decrypting the data object 
22. This process effectively produces a unique CEK for each 
data object. The control policy tag 23 in FIG. 8 is a data 
structure with fields that provide identity information, 
encryption information, and integrity information. Though 
the fields may appear in any order, a client agent 26 must 
always be able to find and interpret the CPT version 51 and 
length 52 fields. 

0134) The version field 51 identifies the version of the 
CPT structure being used. This field allows the system 
designers to change the format or contents of the CPT in the 
future and yet still be able to access content protected by old 
as well as new CPT structures (see FIG. 14 and its associ 
ated explanation below). 
0135 The version field 51 may begin with a “magic 
number” that content filtering applications can use to iden 
tify the data object 32 as one encrypted and protected under 
the current invention. This “magic number” could, for 
example, be used by anti-Virus Scanning applications to 
know that the protected data object 32 is encrypted (and 
presumably free of viruses due to a Scan before encryption). 
0136. The length field 52 specifies the size of the CPT in 
bytes. 

0.137 The text message field 53 is an optional field that 
explains to an unauthorized user (or users executing pro 
grams not under control of the rights management System) 
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that the attached data object 32 is protected and where to go 
to get more information. This field is optional; Some deploy 
ments may choose greater Secrecy (no information provided 
to unauthorized users) over ease-of-use concerns (informing 
users how they can become part of the rights management 
System). 
0138. The control policy id field 54 identifies the control 
policy 14 that protects the attached data object. This field 
contains a globally unique identifier (GUID). The control 
policy id field 54 may also specify (e.g., via a URL) the 
policy server 29 in whose name space the GUID is known. 
013:9) The object id field 55 is another optional field; it 
Specifies a unique identifier for each data object 22. 
0140. Each protected data object 32 is encrypted with a 
Secret key, called the Content Encryption Key (CEK), and 
this key is stored in at least two places in the CPT structure 
23, labeled Encrypted CEK 56 and 57. One of these two 
fields 56, 57 contains the CEK encrypted with the policy 
server's KEK. The other field contains the CEK encrypted 
with the Key Encryption Key (KEK) of the policy identified 
in the control policy id field 54. The KEKS may be either 
Symmetric or asymmetric keys. For the rest of the descrip 
tion of the preferred embodiment, we will assume that a 
KEK comprises a public/private key pair. 

0141 Another embodiment may include additional KEK 
fields that Support role-based KEKS. In this manner, an 
administrator could specify unique key properties (e.g., 
Shorter off-line access) for certain roles. 
0142. Since an embodiment of the present invention may 
use one or more different content encryption algorithms, the 
encryption algorithm id field 58 identifies the actual algo 
rithm and other definable properties (e.g., key length) used 
to encrypt the data object with the CEK. 
0143. The final field, the integrity check field 59, is used 
to ensure that no one has tampered with the fields in the CPT 
23. It may contain, for example, a Secure hash of the entire 
CPT. 

0144. If the data object is tagged but not encrypted, the 
two encrypted CEK fields 56 and 57 and the encryption 
algorithm id field 58 are zeroed. 
0145 Control policies 14 are considered an integral part 
of a protected data object 32, accompanying the data object 
even as it moves among computers and their internal Struc 
tures (e.g., file systems and memory buffers). The CPT, 
which references the governing control policy through the 
control policy id field 54 and contains the CEK secured by 
the control policy's KEK, is propagated with the encrypted 
data object 22 until explicitly removed by an authorized user 
through an embodiment of the rights management System of 
the present invention. 
0146 An explicit decision of the present invention is to 
allow multiple data objects 32 to refer to and be protected by 
a single control policy 14. The CPT structure described 
above clearly Supports this decision. The embodiment also 
emphasizes the fact that the value in the control policy id 
field 54 of the CPT does not uniquely identify a document 
(as a unique document identifier would do). 
0147 The policy server 29 of FIG. 6 stores only the 
details of control policies 14 and not the association between 
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data objects 32 and control policies 14. The association 
between data objects and control policies is Stored only in 
the CPT 23 of the protected data objects 32. This design 
implies that the storage of the policy server 29 dedicated to 
policies 14 Scales in proportion to the number of control 
policies 14 defined. The Storage of the policy Server is not 
affected by the number of unique protected data objects 32. 
It is also not affected by the number of copies of these 
protected data objects. 
0.148. The preferred embodiment of the present invention 
has the CPT 23 located in front of the data object 32 (i.e. the 
CPT is encountered before the data object when scanning a 
protected data object 32 starting with the first byte of the 
protected data object). A different embodiment could place 
the CPT at the end or at any other explicit location within the 
protected data object 32. 
014.9 The preferred embodiment allows both the policy 
server 29 and the client agent 26 of FIG. 6 to construct CPTs 
23. 

0150 Reference Monitoring 
0151 FIG. 9 describes the logic followed by the refer 
ence monitor 24 of FIG. 6 on an operation that accesses a 
protected data object 32. Given a particular operation, the 
reference monitor 24 in step 61 first determines if the 
operation accesses a protected data object 32. This check 
involves looking for a CPT 23 on the data object. If no CPT 
exists, the reference monitor 24 allows the application 21 to 
continue at Step 62. If a CPT 23 exists, the monitor 24 in Step 
63 checks the CPT's version field 51 and determines if the 
version of the CPT is the current version. If it is not, the 
reference monitor proceeds to Step 64, which is explained in 
FIG. 14. 

0152) If the monitor 24 can interpret the CPT 23, the 
monitor in step 65 proceeds to check the integrity of the CPT 
via field 59 (FIG. 8). If the CPT has been tampered with, the 
monitor 24 displays an error message in Step 66; otherwise, 
in step 67 it uses the control policy id (field 54, FIG. 8) in 
the CPT along with the user's authentication credentials to 
determine the user's usage rights for this protected data 
object 32. Given a set of usage rights, the monitor in Step 68 
determines if the user is authorized to perform the requested 
operation. If not, the monitor 24 in step 69 inhibits the 
application 21 from performing the requested operation and 
displays an appropriate error message. 
0153. If the user appears in multiple roles under the 
corresponding (associated) control policy 14, the preferred 
embodiment aggregates the usage rights for each of the roles 
containing the user. This aggregation yields a set of usage 
rights that contains all of the positive rights of that user's 
individual roles. Clearly, another embodiment might use a 
different aggregation method. 
0154) If the operation is authorized, the monitor 24 in 
step 70 uses the KEK of the control policy 14 identified in 
the CPT to decrypt the CEK used to encrypt and decrypt the 
contents of the Subject protected data object 32. The Sections 
on CPT update and disaster recovery below describe some 
exceptional conditions that may occur during the processing 
of step 70 in some embodiments. 
O155 Finally, given a decrypted CEK, the monitor 24 in 
step 72 uses the CEK to either decrypt the encrypted 
contents on a read operation or encrypt new contents on a 
write operation. 
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0156 Architecture of Client Agent 26 
0157 FIG. 10 illustrates the details of the preferred 
embodiment of the client architecture of the present inven 
tion. This embodiment splits the client agent 26 of FIG. 6 
into a client handler process 82 and an integration bundle 84. 
There is one client handler process 82 per user machine. The 
integration bundle 84 could be implemented as a Single 
dynamically linked library that would be loaded into each 
process running on the user machine. The integration bundle 
84 contains the reference monitor 83 and crypto engine 85 
analogous to those 24, 25 described in FIG. 6. 

0158. The client handler process 82 acts as a local proxy 
for the policy server 29 of FIG. 6. The client handler process 
82 contains a policy Service and cache 86 for caching and 
managing control policies 14 received from the policy 
manager 27 of FIG. 6, and it contains a key service and 
cache 87 for Securely caching and managing KEKS from the 
key manager 28 of FIG. 6. 

0159. Under this embodiment, the reference monitor 83 
requests the policy KEK from the key service and cache 87 
in the client handler process 82 in order to extract the CEK 
for a protected document from its CPT (step 70 of FIG. 9). 
Once the CEK is obtained, the integration bundle 84 scrubs 
the KEK from its memory and passes the CEK to the crypto 
engine 85. 

0160 The client handler process 82 also includes a 
logging service 88 for collecting log information from each 
integration bundle 84 and eventually passing that log infor 
mation back to the policy server 29 of FIG. 6. 

0161 FIG. 11 describes the logic followed by the client 
handler process 82 of FIG. 10. The handler sits in an event 
loop waiting for one of the Several events labeled on the 
outgoing edges of Step 90. When a new user logs in and 
authenticates to the client machine, the client handler pro 
cess 82 will request all policies 14 on the policy server 29 
related to the user, as Stated in Step 91. On a regular polling 
interval, the handler process 82 in step 92 checks the policy 
server 29 for new policies 14 related to the logged-in user or 
changes to the cached policies 14. 

0162 Some control policies 14 state how long they can 
be cached and used off-line. When such policies timeout, the 
handler process 82 in step 93 will re-fetch expired policies 
14 from the policy server 29. The control policy KEK can 
also expire; the embodiment's handling of this time out 
condition is described below in the section labeled “Expired 
KEKs and CPT Update.” 

0163 The preferred embodiment currently implements a 
three-way toggle (labeled Basic, Standard, and High) for 
Setting control policy KEK expiry periods and cache timeout 
values. The policy KEK validity period and length of time 
before cached policy timeout are longer in the "Low Setting 
than the “Medium” Setting, providing more potential expo 
Sure if a KEK is compromised or a control policy changed. 
The “High setting provides the highest level of security and 
thus lowest level of exposure; however, it also implies that 
users can work off-line for shorter periods of time. Each 
deployment of the embodiment of the present invention will 
Select control policy KEK expiry periods and cache timeout 
values according to their level of risk tolerance and need for 
off-line use of protected data objects 32. 
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0164. Finally, the policy server 29 can prompt the handler 
processes 82 of online clients to flush and refresh their 
cached policies, as stated in step 94. Off-line clients will 
Synchronize their cached policy Stores with the policy Server 
29 when again connected. 
0165 For steps 91-94, the client handler process 82 in 
step 95 will check to make sure that the necessary network 
communication occurred. If everything was Successful, the 
handler process 82 in step 96 will cache the received control 
policies 14 in Secure Storage. If the client had no network 
connectivity with the policy server 29, the handler process 
82 in step 97 will record the missed event for replay later in 
steps 98 and 99, after network connectivity is restored. 
0166 Expired KEKs and CPT Update 
0167. The CPT 23 of a protected data object 32 is the 
only Structure in the present invention that contains the CEK 
used to encrypt the data object 32. AS explained earlier, the 
CEK is encrypted with the KEK of the control policy 14 
identified in the control policy idfield 54 of FIG.8. To limit 
the risks associated with a compromised KEK, the System 
limits the lifetime of Such encryption keys. This means 
however that a protected data object 32 in the field may be 
no longer accessible once its control policy KEK expires. 
Since the System does not have access to all data objects 
protected by a control policy 14 when the policy's KEK 
expires, the System must have a mechanism for allowing 
access to data objects protected with an expired KEK and 
eventually lazily updating the CPT 23 of those data objects 
with the control policy’s current KEK. 
0168 The policy server 29 of FIG. 6 is responsible for 
defining and managing the lifetime of each control policy 
KEK. 

0169. The preferred embodiment of the present invention 
assigns a unique identifier to each KEK within a control 
policy 14. Using key manager 28, the policy Server 29 Stores 
the current KEK and maintains a history of KEKS for each 
active control policy 14. This history may contain all KEKs 
ever generated for a control policy 14, or it may contain only 
a limited number of the most recent expired KEKS for that 
policy. 

0170 To let the client agent 26 of FIG. 6 determine if it 
has the correct KEK for decrypting the CEK of a protected 
data object 32, the encrypted CEK fields 56 and 57 of FIG. 
8 include the (plaintext) value of the KEK unique identifier 
used to encrypt the CEK. To increase the probability that the 
client of an authorized user has the KEK necessary to 
decrypt the CEK of a protected data object 32, the preferred 
embodiment of the present invention (e.g., policy Server 29) 
distributes to the client agent 26 not only the current KEK 
for a control policy 14 but also some portion of the most 
recent stored history of KEKS for the control policy. The 
length of the distributed history is less than or equal to the 
length of the history maintained on the policy server 29 by 
key manager 28. 

0171 We will consider two cases associated with an 
attempt to access a protected data object 32 with a CEK 
encrypted with an expired control policy KEK, we consider 
further cases in the later section entitled “Disaster Recovery 
and CPTVersion Control.” Both of the current cases assume 
that the policy server 29 maintains a complete history of 
expired KEKS and distributes only a limited number of the 
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most recently expired keys to the client agent 26. We assume 
that it is not practical for the policy server 29 to distribute a 
complete history of expired KEKS to every client agent 26. 
FIG. 12 illustrates the scenario for an embodiment that 
distributes the current and past three expired KEKS 125 to 
the client agent 26, the figure assumes that a KEK comprises 
a key pair 121a,b. 
0172 In the first case, if the expired control policy KEK 
is one of the ones sent by the server 29 in the distributed 
history, the client agent 26 is able to decrypt the CEK, use 
this CEK to access the protected data object 32, and create 
a new CPT for the protected data object 32 that uses the 
control policy’s current KEK. All of this occurs without any 
involvement of the user or further communication with the 
policy server 29, i.e. it could occur even while the client was 
off-line. 

0173 The second case solves the problem that the 
expired KEK is not part of the history distributed to the 
client agent 26. To recover from this situation, the client 
agent 26 must be online and able to communicate with the 
policy Server 29, Since the policy Server maintains a com 
plete history expired KEKS for the control policy 14 of the 
protected data objects 32. The preferred embodiment simply 
has the client agent 26 request the particular expired KEK of 
the control policy 14 of interest. When the policy server 29 
responds with the appropriate archived KEK, the client 
proceeds as above (as if it found the expired KEK in the 
distributed history). 
0.174 FIG. 12 also illustrates that there may exist times 
when a control policy 14 has no current KEK, due to the 
expiration of the current KEK. The preferred embodiment of 
the current invention generates a new KEK for a policy only 
when a client agent 26 asks for the user-specific usage rules 
and current KEK of a control policy (step 91 of FIG. 11). To 
guarantee that the client agent 26 does not have to wait an 
excessive amount of time for step 91 of FIG. 11 to complete, 
the policy Server 29 does cache a Set of pre-generated KEKS. 
This cache of KEKS is used to satisfy demands for a new 
current KEK in response to a client agent's 26 request for a 
control policy 14 without a current KEK. The cache of 
pre-generated KEKS is managed using a simple low and 
high watermark Scheme well known to those practiced in the 
art. This approach in the preferred embodiment guarantees 
that the policy Server 29 does not generate a large number of 
unused KEKS that it would need to archive for control 
policies 14 with protected data objects 32 that experience 
long periods of inactivity. 
0175 Persistence Models for Protected Data Objects 
0176) The present invention supports two explicit persis 
tence models for protected data objects 32. In general, the 
protected data objects 32 of a control policy 14 are either 
considered permanent or ephemeral assets. 
0177. In the “permanent” model, protected data objects 
32 within a control policy 14 are considered permanent 
assets that should be protected and never lost. The preferred 
embodiment implements this model by encrypting the CEK 
of each protected data object 32 with the public master KEK 
of the policy server 29. This encrypted value is stored in the 
one of the encrypted CEK fields (e.g., field 56 of FIG. 8); 
the other field (field 57 of FIG. 8) contains the CEK 
encrypted with the current KEK of the control policy 
identified in field 54 of FIG. 8. 
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0.178 The next section, entitled “Disaster Recovery and 
CPTVersion Control', describes how the preferred embodi 
ment uses the private master KEK to be always able to 
recover the CEK of a protected data object 32. For now, we 
simply state that the master KEK of the policy server 29 also 
has a validity period, except that the validity period of the 
master KEK is typically longer than those assigned to 
control policy KEKs. The validity period can be longer 
because, as explained in the next Section, the private portion 
of the master KEK is never distributed to the client agents 
26 (i.e., it is used only on the policy server 29). Since the 
master KEK has a validity period, the preferred embodiment 
also associates a unique identifier with each generated 
master KEK of the policy server 29, and this identifier is 
stored with the encrypted CEK in field 56 of FIG.8. Thus, 
contents stored in the storage for fields 56 and 57 in FIG. 8 
are identical. 

0179. In the “ephemeral” model, protected data objects 
32 within a control policy 14 are considered ephemeral 
assets that should be protected for Some pre-determined 
period of time and then destroyed. By “destroyed' we mean 
that it is theoretically impossible to recover the plaintext of 
the protected data object 32. 

0180. The preferred embodiment implements the 
“ephemeral” model by encrypting the CEK in the CPT 23 
not with the policy server's master KEK but with a “policy 
master” KEK (field 56 of FIG. 8). The system never 
encrypts the CEK of the protected data object 32 with the 
server's master KEK. The policy master KEK has all of the 
same attributes as the Server master KEK (e.g., it has a very 
long expiration time, never leaves the Server 29, and Sup 
ports recovery of the CEK as long as it is archived). 
0181. When the owner of an ephemeral policy decides 
that it is time to permanently destroy all data objects 
asSociated with that policy 14, he or she simply requests that 
all archived copies of the policy master KEKS for that policy 
be deleted on the policy server 29. 
0182 Disaster Recovery and CPT Version Control 
0183 There are many types of disasters that an embodi 
ment of the present invention must protect against and 
recover from (e.g., loss of the policy Store and restoration of 
that store from backups). In this Section, we focus on two 
unique aspects of the present invention's disaster recovery 
mechanisms. The first concerns embodiments that maintain 
only a limited history of control policy KEKS (or have 
through Some catastrophic event lost all of the archived 
KEKS for one or more control policies 14). The second 
describes Support within the present invention for forward 
and backward compatibility of CPT formats. This feature is 
again necessary to address the dynamic nature of the enter 
prise Security Space and to ensure that the System is always 
able to recover the CEK stored in the CPT 23 of a protected 
data object 32 that may not have been referenced for years. 
0184 FIG. 13 expands upon the logic followed by the 
reference monitor 24 of FIG. 6 in step 70 of FIG. 9. At this 
point, the monitor 24 attempts to extract the CEK of the 
protected data object 32 from the CPT 23 (both of FIG. 6). 
The client agent 26 already has the current KEK and some 
number (possibly zero) expired KEKs of the subject control 
policy 14. The monitor 24 compares (step 110) the unique 
identifier of the current KEK with the unique identifier 
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(stored in field 57 of FIG. 8) of the KEK used to encrypt the 
CEK. If the identifiers match, the monitor 24 proceeds with 
decryption of the encrypted CEK, as stated in step 115 of 
FIG. 13. 

0185. As described above, the KEK for the control policy 
can expire; the embodiment identifies Such an occurrence by 
noticing that none of the unique identifiers of the Stored 
KEKs match the unique identifier of the KEK used to 
encrypt the CEK. To recover, in step 111, the monitor 24 
extracts the CPT23 and sends it to the policy server 29 with 
a request for the server to encrypt the CEK with the current 
policy KEK. The server 29 in step 112 recovers the CEK by 
using the appropriate master KEK (Server or policy), as 
indicated by the unique identifier Stored with the encrypted 
CEK. The server 29 in step 113 returns the updated CPT to 
client agent 26. The client agent 26 in step 114 retrieves the 
CEK from the received CPT, generates a new CEK, wraps 
it into an updated CPT, and replaces the original CPT 23 if 
the protected data object 32 is not marked read-only or 
Stored on read-only media, and proceeds to Step 115 using 
the updated CPT. The client may cache the received CPT in 
the case where the data object 32 is marked read-only. 
0186 The preferred embodiment treats the versioning of 
CPT formats as a disaster recovery problem. This approach 
allows the embodiment to distribute client agents 26 with 
code that only knows how to interpret the current CPT 
format and how to recover from disasters. 

0187 FIG. 14 describes the logic followed by the refer 
ence monitor 24 of FIG. 6 when it gets to step 64 of FIG. 
9. The monitor 24 reaches this logic when the version of the 
CPT 23 of a protected data object 32 (both of FIG. 6) does 
not match the CPT version Supported by the monitor 24. The 
reference monitor 24 in the client agent 26 in step 100 
extracts the entire CPT from the protected data object 32. In 
step 101, the client agent 26 sends the extracted CPT to the 
policy server 29 with a request to convert the CPT to the 
Specified version that the client agent 26 Supports. The 
server 29 in step 102 uses the version field 51 of the CPT to 
Select the correct converter routine, which simply maps the 
fields in the given version of the CPT data structure to the 
fields in the specified version (possibly using a canonical 
intermediate form). Notice that only the server 29 needs to 
have the entire Set of converter codes. During this conver 
Sion, the server 29 in step 103 decrypts the CEK using either 
the indicated control policy KEK or the master KEK, and 
re-encrypts the CEK with the current control policy KEK 
and master KEK. The server 29 in step 104 returns the 
updated CPT to client agent 26. The client in step 105 
extracts the current CEK, renews the CEK, updates the 
received CPT, caches the updated CPT, replaces the original 
CPT if the protected data object 32 is not marked read-only 
or Stored on read-only media, and proceeds to Step 65 of 
FIG. 9 using the updated CPT. 
0188 Read-Only Protected Data Objects 
0189 So far, the description has generally assumed a 
collaborative environment involving the creation and modi 
fication of protected data objects 32. The preferred embodi 
ment also Supports a publish-only model of document gen 
eration and distribution. In particular, the preferred 
embodiment allows the busineSS process administrator to 
indicate that the KEK for a control policy 14 should always 
remain valid. This option is desirable when the administrator 
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knows that the data objects protected by the control policy 
14 are read-only or are Stored on read-only computer media. 
Even though the system cannot update the CPT 23 of a 
read-only data object 32, it may still want to expire the 
policies 14 associated with read-only documents in the 
client's policy cache 86 to restrict the length of time allowed 
for off-line Viewing of read-only data objects. 
0190. Policy Identification and Data Object Transfer 
0191 FIG. 15 illustrates how the preferred embodiment 
displays the name for the control policy 14 currently pro 
tecting the data object displayed in a computer window. The 
Subject control policy name is displayed in a drop-down 
window object called the droplet control 120. When acti 
Vated, the drop-down window displays the name, of the 
busineSS process 122 containing the active control policy 
124, and the other busineSS processes 12 and control policies 
14 that the user may transfer the protected data object to. 
0.192 In one embodiment, an ActiveX Window Supports 
droplet control 120. Contents and hierarchy of same are 
obtained from policy server 29 via cache 86, tag 23 and/or 
client handler 82 as further explained below. 
0193 FIG. 16 describes the logic involved in transferring 
a data object (represented by a document) between control 
policies 14. The transferring of a protected data object 32 
from one control policy 14 to another is an important aspect 
of a dynamic, distributed, and collaborative environment, as 
described earlier in reference to FIGS. 2-5. In particular, the 
preferred embodiment allows business process owners (i.e. 
business administrators) to specify the flow of information 
between control policies 14 within or between business 
processes 12. The busineSS process owners define the flows 
while authorized users perform the actual transferring of 
protected data objects. Often a transfer will occur as part of 
normal workflow. 

0194 An authorized user in step 130 opens a document 
in a rights-management-aware application 21. This might be 
a new document 22 (data object), in which case the client 
agent 26 in step 132 displays the default “Unmanaged” 
control policy in droplet control 120. Alternatively, this 
might be an existing protected document, in which case the 
agent 26 in Step 132 displays the name of the control policy 
protecting the document 22 in the droplet control 120. The 
user in Step 134 edits and further manipulates open docu 
ment within the usage rights Specified by the control policy 
14 for that user. The logic flow from step 134 back to itself 
represents the fact that Such editing may continue for Some 
unspecified and extended period of time. 
0.195 At some point, the user in step 136 may decide to 
activate the droplet control 120 and select a new control 
policy 14 to which he would like to transfer the protected 
document. After Selection, the agent 26 in Step 138 creates 
a new CPT 23 with the selected control policy identifier in 
it and tags the document 22 with it. If Specified in the control 
policy 14, an authorized user may in Step 136 Select the 
"Unmanaged” control policy, in which case the agent 26 in 
step 138 does not create a new CPT, deletes the existing 
CPT, and decrypts the document 22. After step 138, the user 
can continue to edit the document 22 under the constraints 
of the new control policy 14. 
0196. Each control policy 14 in the system records a list 
of users with the authority to transfer data objects 22 out of 
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the protection provided by that control policy. The control 
policy 14 also contains a list of users with the authority to 
assign new data objects 22 to the control policy. In order for 
a user to transfer a data object 22 from its current control 
policy 14 to a new control policy, the user must be a member 
of the “transfer-out” list of the current control policy 14 and 
a member of the “assign-to” list of the new control policy 14. 
0197) “Transfer” rights are not necessary, i.e. the “trans 
fer-out” and “assign-to” lists of a control policy 14 can be 
empty. However, in the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, at least one of the roles in a control policy 14 will 
allow users to assign data objects 22 to the policy 14. If none 
of the roles has assign privileges, the policy 14 would not 
have any meaning (i.e., it would never have objects associ 
ated with it). The “assign-to” list may become empty 
because the privilege was needed only initially to assign data 
objects to the control policy 14. For instance, a member may 
have "assign-to” privileges during the initial creation of the 
policy and assignment of data objects to the policy. After this 
initialization, the “assign-to” privilege is removed and the 
policy 14 controls a fixed set of objects. 
0198 In general, the preferred embodiment supports 
three kinds of “transfers” within the hierarchy of business 
processes 12 (FIG. 1): 

0199 (a) An authorized user may be granted the privi 
lege of changing the association between a data object 
22 and its control policy 14 within a single business 
process 12. 

0200 (b) A user may also be granted the privilege of 
moving data objects 22 between busineSS processes 12. 

0201 (c) A user may also be granted the privilege of 
moving data objects 22 out of the rights management 
System, i.e. the data object 22 resulting from the 
transfer is no longer managed or protected. 

0202) The types of transfers described above can be 
explicitly initiated by an authorized user through the droplet 
control 120 described earlier, or transfers can be implicitly 
initiated as a byproduct of Some other electronic action 
undertaken by the authorized user. We refer to this latter 
category as “automatic transfers.” 
0203 The policy 14 associated with a data object 22 may 
be changed automatically via merge operations (e.g., cut/ 
paste operations). The preferred embodiment of the present 
invention implements the following kinds of automatic 
transferS on merge operations: If a protected data object 32 
is pasted into an unmanaged data object, the targeted data 
object assumes the policy 14 of the pasted object. If the 
protected data object is pasted into a protected data object 
with a different policy 14, the target object maintains its 
policy and the paste is allowed to complete only if the Source 
data object's policy allows transfer and the target data 
object's policy allows assign. 
0204. The preferred embodiment of the present invention 
implements “automatic transfers” by integrating a Standal 
one transfer tool into a Software component of an existing 
electronic busineSS process. For example, a report generator 
for a large database System might be modified to use the 
Standalone transfer tool to produce reports as protected data 
objects 32 under a pre-configured control policy 14. AS 
another example, an email Server might be configured to use 
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the Standalone transfer tool as a type of filter (i.e. exploiting 
those interfaces used by anti-Virus filters) to transfer auto 
matically data objects from one control policy 14 to another 
based on the people or groups in the “to” and “from fields 
of an email message. An automatic transfer would take place 
only if the Sender of the email message had the appropriate 
transfer rights. Such an embodiment would also want to 
employ digital Signatures to ensure that the email message 
actually came from the person specified in the “from field. 

0205 Off-Line Collaboration 
0206 Collaboration in a dynamic and distributed envi 
ronment implies that the only authoritative copy of a pro 
tected data object 32 may reside in the field, away from the 
policy Server 29, and in locations not accessible by the 
busineSS process owner. A System in Support of dynamic, 
distributed, and collaborate environments must make it easy 
for two (or more) authorized users to generate and share 
protected data objects 32 both on and off-line. The preferred 
embodiment of the present invention Supports Such a goal 
with the only criterion that the authorized users must have 
had Some recent access to the policy Server 29, where 
“recent’ means within the cache timeout for the control 
policy 14 under which they wish to collaborate. In other 
words, collaboration is driven by pre-defined business pro 
ceSSes 12 and not by pre-registered data objects 32. 
0207 FIG. 17 presents a flow diagram illustrating col 
laboration between two users within a rights management 
system 200 based on the present invention, where the 
collaboration occurs through a document (data object 22) 
that was never known to the policy server 29. Step 140 
begins with an administrator creating a control policy P that 
includes both users A and B in roles. Users A and B in step 
141 are logged in to their laptops connected to the corporate 
network where the policy server 29 is located. In step 142, 
the client handler processes 82 on the users laptops cache 
the control policy P and its KEK. Users of A and B in step 
143 then disconnect from the corporate network and take 
their laptops to an off-site meeting. At this point, the client 
handler processes 82 are prepared to permit any collabora 
tive activity within the bounds of the cached control policies 
14, the client handler processes 82 act as trusted agents of 
the rights management System 200. 

0208 While off-line, user Ain step 144 creates a sensitive 
data object D (in the example, a document) and protects it 
with control policy P. This action takes place while user A is 
disconnected from the policy server 29. Since control policy 
P is cached on user A's laptop, he or She is able to create and 
protect document D. User A in Step 145 gives a copy of 
document D to user B. User B in step 146 is able to edit 
protected document D on his or her laptop while also 
disconnected from the policy server 29. The collaboration of 
users A and B around document D (or any other document 
protected by control policy P) continues in Step 147, as long 
as no expiry periods occur. 

0209) Audits, Forensics, and Compliance 
0210. The preferred embodiment of the present invention 
Supports logging of the activities (granted and denied) 
monitored and controlled by the client agent 26 of FIG. 6. 
The logging service 88 in FIG. 10 collects the log data from 
the individual rights-management-aware applications 21 and 
communicates the data back to the policy server 29. The 
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collected information can then be reviewed and mined by 
the busineSS process owner to Support business needs, Such 
as audits, forensics, and compliance. 
0211 Auditing the activities associated with the data 
objects 32 of a busineSS proceSS 12 does not necessarily 
require encryption of the identified data objects 32. In one 
embodiment of the invention, the identified data objects 32 
may be simply “managed” and not “protected.” In other 
words, auditing requires only that an identified data object 
32 have a CPT 23; it does not require that the contents 22 of 
that data object 32 be encrypted. 
0212. The object id field 55 in the CPT 23 (FIG. 8) aids 
in audits, forensics, and compliance. It is a globally unique 
identifier generated when the client agent 26 first creates a 
protected data object 32. If the new data object 22 was 
generated from an existing protected data object (e.g., via a 
"Save AS' command), a log record is written linking the new 
and existing data objects using their object identifier 55 
values. Otherwise, the system 200 records that the new 
protected data object 32 was generated from Scratch or from 
an unmanaged data object 22. 
0213 This example emphasizes the fact that the preferred 
embodiment of the present invention uses object identifiers 
only for audits, forensics, and compliance purposes. The 
embodiment does not use the object identifier 55 of a 
protected data object 32 for determining the control policy 
14 or associated usage rules. 
0214) While this invention has been particularly shown 
and described with references to preferred embodiments 
thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that 
various changes in form and details may be made therein 
without departing from the Scope of the invention encom 
passed by the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 

1. A computer method of protecting data objects, Said 
method comprising the Steps of 

encrypting a data object with a content encryption key; 
and 

encrypting the content encryption key with a key encryp 
tion key of a control policy associated with the data 
object. 

2. The method of protecting data objects of claim 1, 
further comprising: 

recording a control policy tag corresponding to the data 
object. 

3. The method of protecting data objects of claim 2, 
further comprising: 

Storing the encrypted content encryption key in the con 
trol policy tag. 

4. The method of protecting data objects of claim 3, 
further comprising: 

decrypting the content encryption key Stored in the con 
trol policy tag with a cached key encryption key; and 

decrypting the data object with the decrypted content 
encryption key. 

5. The method of protecting data objects of claim 2, 
wherein the control policy tag is attached to the data object. 

6. The method of protecting data objects of claim 2, 
wherein the data object is read-only. 
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7. The method of protecting data objects of claim 2, 
wherein the control policy tag is constructed on a control 
policy Server. 

8. The method of protecting data objects of claim 2, 
wherein the control policy tag is constructed on a client. 

9. The method of protecting data objects of claim 2, 
wherein the key encryption key of a control policy has an 
asSociated validity period. 

10. The method of protecting data objects of claim 9, 
further comprising: 

automatically replacing an expired key encryption key of 
a control policy. 

11. The method of protecting data objects of claim 10, 
wherein automatically replacing an expired key encryption 
key of a control policy further comprises: 

Selecting a proper key from a set of decryption keys 
comprising at least one of a next future key, a current 
key, a recently expired key, and an old key received 
from a control policy Server. 

12. The method of protecting data objects of claim 2, 
further comprising: 

Storing a Second copy of the content key encrypted with 
a Second encryption key in the control policy tag. 

13. The method of protecting data objects claim 12, 
wherein the Second encryption key is a control policy Server 
key encryption key. 

14. The method of protecting data objects of claim 12, 
further comprising: 

providing access to a data object with an expired key 
encryption key of the control policy using the control 
policy Server key encryption key. 

15. The method of protecting data objects of claim 2, 
further comprising: 

protecting integrity of the control policy tag against 
tampering. 

16. The method of protecting data objects of claim 15, 
wherein the Step of protecting the integrity of the control 
policy tag against tampering further comprises using a 
Secure hash over control policy tag fields. 

17. The method of protecting data objects of claim 2, 
further comprising: 

checking a control policy Server for modifications to the 
control policy associated with the data object. 

18. The method of protecting data objects of claim 17 
wherein the control policy tag comprises a uniform resource 
locator of a control policy Server and a control policy 
locator. 

19. The method of protecting data objects of claim 17, 
further comprising: 

revoking a user's access to the data object upon detection 
of the changes to the control policy that prevent that 
user from further access to the data object. 
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20. The method of protecting data objects of claim 1, 
further comprising the Step of 

Storing the key encryption key of the control policy on a 
control policy Server. 

21. The method of protecting data objects of claim 20, 
wherein the control policy comprises at least an indication of 
a Set of users who may access the data object, an indication 
of privileges granted to each user of the Set, and an indica 
tion of a set of users who may define or edit the control 
policy, the method further comprising the Steps of 

retrieving a decryption key for the key encryption key of 
the control policy and the indication of privileges for a 
user by the user if the user is indicated in the control 
policy to be in a Set of users who may access the data 
object. 

22. The method of protecting data objects of claim 21, 
wherein retrieving the key encryption key of a control policy 
further comprises determining if a user is authenticated. 

23. The method of protecting data objects of claim 21, 
further comprising: 

Storing an indication of a duration of time for which the 
user may access the data object; and 

revoking a user's access to the data object upon expiration 
of the duration of time. 

24. The method of protecting data objects of claim 23, 
further comprising: 

decrypting the data object, and 
allowing the user to access the data object. 
25. The method of protecting data objects of claim 23, 

further comprising: 
destroying the key encryption key of the control policy 
upon expiration of the duration of time. 

26. The method of protecting data objects of claim 1 
further comprising: 

changing the content encryption key whenever the data 
object is modified. 

27. The method of protecting data objects of claim 2 
further comprising: 

automatically replacing an expired control policy tag. 
28. The method of protecting data objects of claim 27, 

wherein the control policy tag comprises at least one of a 
length field and a version field. 

29. The method of protecting data objects of claim 28, 
wherein replacing the expired control policy tag further 
comprises: 

Sending the control policy tag to a control policy Server if 
a control policy version does not match a current 
Version. 


